Case Study

Conference Audio and Audio Network for Corporate Board Rooms
APPLICATION

Conference Audio and Audio Network
MARKET SEGMENT

Corporate

PRODUCTS

4 AV-M8 Mic Input Modules
2 AN-16/o Output Modules

LOCATION

2 AN-16/i-M Input Modules

Australia

2 6416i Input Modules

PRODUCT LINES

2 6416o Output Modules

Pro16®
Pro64®

2 MH10 Merger Hubs

Corporate board room in Australia using AV-M8s to move audio
from the conference mics to an equipment room

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

TESTIMONIAL
“We saved a lot of time by preinstalling the system
in our shop. At the job site, we put the racks in place,
and then it was only a matter of plug and play.”
Mark Severn, Project Engineer
Integrated Vision Ltd.

Fast, simplified installation provided cost savings
System can be easily reconfigured by the client
Echo cancellation was simplified

INSTALLATION DETAILS
When Integrated Vision Ltd. of Australia was chosen to design
the conferencing system for the board room and multipurpose
room at a major ﬁnancial institution in Sydney, Project Engineer
Mark Severn chose Aviom for its simple and ﬂexible audio
networking solution.
The system in the main conference room in each oﬃce features
two AV-M8 Mic Input Modules mounted underneath each end
of the large oval table at the center of the room (four AV-M8s
total). The AV-M8s supply phantom power to 32 Audix M1245A
micro condenser microphones. “Using the AV-M8s was an
easy way to provide phantom power to the microphones,”
said Severn.
In the equipment room, two AN-16/o Output Modules pass the
audio into a ClearOne XAP AEC system used in conjunction
with EAW loudspeakers and Powersoft ampliﬁcation.
While conference audio is an application where timing is not
typically considered critical, Severn said Aviom’s low latency

was crucial to the system performance. According to Severn,
“A-Net was the only digital solution we tried that was fast
enough to bypass detection and unwanted processing of
the internal echo cancellers in the conferencing system. It
simpliﬁed echo cancellation and worked as if we were using
analog cables.”
Using A-Net® to move the audio also generated installation
savings and beneﬁts for Integrated Vision. Instead of 32
channels of bulky analog cables, two Cat-5e cables connect the
AV-M8s to the equipment room, making for both a clean and
a speedy installation. Connecting the system was so simple
that Integrated Vision preinstalled the units in their shop to
save time on site. When they took the equipment to the client,
installation was a simple matter of connecting the gear.
The multipurpose room required a design that allowed the
room to be reconfigured quickly and easily without physical repatching. The flexibility of the Pro64® Series met that
design requirement.
Continued on reverse
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Floor pockets throughout the room are wired back to MH10
Merger Hubs in the equipment room. Conference desks
equipped with Audix microphones are placed in the room as
needed for a given event or session. Mic inputs are connected
to AN-16/i-M Mic Input Modules, whose direct outs are connected to 6416i Input Modules. (The 6416m was not available
at the time of this installation.) The A-Net cables from the
6416i modules are connected to whichever RJ45 ﬂoor jacks are
convenient given the room’s conﬁguration, and the MH10s are

connected to 6416o Output Modules in the equipment room.
As in the main conference room, analog outputs are patched
to a ClearOne echo canceller and Powersoft ampliﬁers.
Because the Pro64 network allows inputs to be located
anywhere in a system and modules to be connected in any
topology, the room can be reconﬁgured without physical
repatching, without reconﬁguring software, and without
complex redesign.

The multipurpose room
(LEFT) allows portable
conference tables to
be connected to any
floor pocket, which
routes audio back to the
mechanical room.

In the main conference room (RIGHT),
four AV-M8s are used to connect
conference mics to the echo canceller
and amps in the mechanical room.
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